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This invention relates to a rigid lightweight foamed 
plastic container and to a method of making the same. 
A primary purpose of the invention is a container of 

the type described which can be shipped in the form of a 
blank and can be easily and quickly assembled. 
Another purpose is a foamed plastic container in which 

the inside has the size and shape of the article or articles 
to be shipped within the container. 

Another purpose is a foamed plastic container which is 
Waterproof. 

Another purpose is a container blank of the type de 
scribed in which the outside of the container may be 
reinforced with a mesh or film. 
Another purpose is a method of simply and quickly 

forming the sections of a container blank, with the hinges 
between adjacent walls being formed simultaneously with 
the walls. 

Other purposes will appear in the ensuing specification, 
drawings and claims. 
The invention is illustrated diagrammatically in the 

following drawings wherein: 
FIGURE 1 is a side view of an assembled container, 
FIGURE 2 is an end view of the container of FIG 

URE 1, 
FIGURE 3 is a top view of the container with the cover 

removed, 
FIGURE 4 is a plan view of the cover used in the con 

tainer of FIGURES 1, 2 and 3, 
FIGURE 5 is a top plan view of a blank used to form 

the container shown in FIGURES 1-4, 
FIGURE 6 is a diagrammatic illustration of a method 

for forming a container blank, and 
FEGURE 7 is a top plan view, similar to FIGURE 5, 

showing a modified form of container blank. 
The container illustrated in FIGURES 1-5 may in 

clude a bottom 10, end walls 12 and side walls 14. A 
top 16 may be used to complete the container and may 
or may not be an integral part of the container blank. 
The bottom 10 may have a lower outwardly extending 

peripheral flange 18. The walls 12 and 14 may have 
outer flanges 20 and 22, respectively, which extend 
around three sides. The walls 12 and 14 may have also 
inner upwardly extending flanges 24 and 26, respectively, 
which are used in holding the cover 16 in position. 
FIGURE 4 illustrates the cover 16 and it may have a 

continuous inner groove 28, spaced from the outside of 
the cover a distance generally equal to the thickness of 
the peripheral flanges 20 and 22. When the container is 
assembled, the flanges 24 and 26 fit into the groove 28 
and will securely interlock the cover or top to the main 
or body portion of the container. Any suitable tape or 
bailing means may be used to seal the top to the as 
sembled container after it is filled. 
Of particular advantage in my invention is the fact 

that the container may be formed in a blank and shipped 
in this manner, thus providing a substantial saving in 
shipping expense. Each of the end walls 12 and the 
side walls 14 are hinged to the bottom 10. The hinge 
may take the form of a mesh or film or sheet, for ex 
ample a paper mesh 30 is shown in FIGURE 5. The mesh 
30 may completely cover the bottom 10 as well as the 
outside of the end walls and side walls. In this way 
the mesh reinforces and protects the outer Surface of the 
container. Other forms of hinge may also be satisfac 
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spaces each of the walls 12 and 14 from the bottom 
0 so that when the container is folded into position, as 

in FIGURES 1-3, the walls properly interlock with the 
bottom and are held together. The space 32 between the 
lower edge of each of the end and side walls and the 
outer edge of the bottom 10 should be such that when 
the container is folded up and assembled, the hinge is 
tight or in tension and the edges of the walls and 
bottom are firmly in contact. 
When the container is assembled, the bottom edge 34 

of the end walls and side walls sits on top of the bottom 
flange i8. Also, the lower edge 36 of each of the end 
and side walls sits upon the main portion of the bottom 
10. This construction is clearly illustrated in FiGURES 
1 and 2. In a like manner the flanges 20 and 22 of the 
end and side walls interlock forming the sides of the 
container. This is shown in FIGURE 3. 

I may use a foamed plastic to form the walls, bottom 
and top of my container. Such plastics generally come 
in the form of raw beads which are finely divided plastic 
granules in pregnated with a suitable foaming agent or 
blowing agent or gas. For example, the beads might 
be polystyrene which could be impregnated with methyl 
chloride, butane, heptane or the like. When the beads are 
heated to a certain temperature, for example 230 to 240 
F., the gases will cause the individual beads to expand 
and the beads can be blown up to many times their 
original size. Initially, the raw beads are quite small and 
may be only a few thousandths of an inch in diameter. 
It is conventional to apply an intermediate temperature 
to the beads, Something less than their maximum foam 
ing temperature so that the beads will be partially ex 
panded. This is known as prefoaming and the beads are 
brought up to something on the order of .050 of an inch 
in diameter. Then they are supplied to the molding 
cavity and the maximum foaming temperature is applied 
causing the beads to further expand to completely fill the 
cavity and to fuse with one another and form an integral 
completely homogeneous article, 
FIGURE 6 illustrates diagrammatically one method of 

forming a container blank such as shown in FIGURE 5 
from beads as described above. A lower die 38 which is 
generally open may have a suitable mesh or the like 40 
placed within it. An upper die 42 having a plurality 
of inserts 44 will be positioned above the lower die. When 
the two dies are brought together the mold cavity will 
have a plurality of cavity sections, one for each section 
of the container. Beads as described above will then 
be introduced into the cavity and it will be heated. As 
the beads foam they will take on the shape of the in 
dividual cavity sections and they will adhere to and inter 
twine with the mesh 40. In this way the mesh actually 
becomes a part of the sections used in forming the con 
tainer blank. As the two dies are brought together 
to form the cavity, the mesh may be cut to its final or 
finished shape. 
Of particular advantage in the method illustrated dia 

grammatically in FIGURE 6 is that the inside surface of 
the side walls, bottom walls, and the top wall may be 
formed precisely to fit the size and shape of the article 
or articles to be held in the container. For example, if 
electron tubes or other electronic components are to be 
shipped in these containers, the inside surface may be 
formed to precisely fit these articles. Such an arrange 
ment is not possible when the container is formed in a 
three-dimensional mold. It is very difficult to have under 
cuts or other unusual configurations in a three-dimensional 
mold. The inserts 44 may have irregular surfaces 44a 
and may be removable so that a single pair of dies may be 
used to mold containers which can ship thousands of dif 
ferent parts. Only the inserts 44 need be changed to 
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provide different shapes for the walls, bottom and top to 
hold different parts. 
FIGURE 7 ilustrates a further forn of container bank 

in which the top is molded with the other parts of the con 
tainer. A bottom 43, end was 48, side walls 59 and a 
top 52 may all be formed of foamed plastic beads in the 
manner described above. Instead of having a paper mesh 
or the like which substantially covers the outside of all 
the Walls, bottom and top, I may use strips 54 which may 
be a tape, film or mesh. I may use one or more strips 
54 depending upon the size of the container to be formed. 
In any event, the strips may be embedded in the outer Sur 
face of the sections forming the container blank in the 
manner described above. In this connection, it is not 
necessary to always position the strips or mesh on the 
outside of the container. They may be positioned on the 
inside or in the middle, depending upon the formation of 
the dies and mold cavity. 
A further modification shown in FIGURE 7 is a sheet 

56, illustrated in dotted lines, which covers the entire 
blank, minus the top, but is not cut away at the corners 
as is the blank. The sheet 56 may be formed of poly. 
ethylene or some other suitable waterproof material. 
When the container is assembled and the sides are folded 
up along the bottom, there will be folds of the waterproof 
inlaterial which will extend into the interior of the con 
tainer. These folds may be placed against the side and 
held there by a suitable adhesive. In this way, a con 
pletely waterproof container will be formed. 
The use, operation and function of the invention are 

as follows: 
I may form a container blank out of individual foamed 

plastic sections, for example polystyrene, which are hin ged 
together. The hinge not only holds all of the container 
Sections or Walls together so that the blank may be shipped, 
but it also properly spaces each of the side and end walls 
from the bottom So that when the container is folded up 
to its finished form, all of the sections will be firmly held 
together and the container will be rigid. In one form of 
container the hinge completely covers the outer surface of 
the Walls and bottom, and additionally the top if desired. 
A paper mesh or the like may be molded with the sections 
forming the container and is embedded in the wails and 
bottom. The mesh therefore forms a reinforcement for 
the container. It is not necessary to place the mesh or 
other film or sheet forming the hinge on the outside, as it 
is also satisfactory to have it on the inside, or at some 
position intermediate the outside and inside walls. 

In a second form the hinge may be one or more Strips, 
with the strips extending completely across two walls and 
the bottom so that each strip is used in forming two sep 
arate hinges. In some applications the Strips need not ex 
tend completely across the side walls, but only a suffi 
cient distance to firmly adhere to the plastic. În still 
other applications separate Strips may be used for each 
hinge, with the strips extending only a sufficient distance 
to provide a strong hinge. The width of the strips will 
depend upon the size of the container and the Ilimber of 
strips being used. In some applications a pair of strips, 
as wide as the side walls, may be used to thus form an 
Outer Surface much like that illustrated in FIGURE 5, 
but of separate pieces of material. It is advantageous in 
Some applications to integrally form the CaD OF COWer wyth 
the other sections used in the container blank so that the 
entire unit may be shipped together. 
Of particular advantage in the method of forming the 

container blank is the fact that the inside Surface of each 
of the sides, botton and top may be formed to precisely 
fit the Size and shape of the article to be carried in the CO 
tainer. It is only the upper die that forms the inside of 
the container and the upper die may utilize a number of 
inserts which are removable. In this Way a single con 
tainer may be used to ship thousands of different parts 
and it is only necessary to change the inserts 44 in order 
to vary the inside shape of the container. 
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One suitable material for forming the hinge is a paper 
mesh, however, the invention should not be limited to this 
particular material as the tape-like material used in form 
ing the hinge could be a plastic, for example polyethylene, 
or it might be nylon, Teflon or polypropylene. In addi 
tion to embedding the material used in forming the hinge 
into the plastic sections, it may be necessary to use a heat 
sensitive adhesive for better adherence. 
Whereas the preferred form of the invention has been 

shown and described herein, it should be realized that 
there are many modifications, substitutions and alterations 
thereto within the scope of the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. A blank for forming a rigid container including a 

plurality of separate foamed plastic sections, lying gen 
erally in the same plane, for forming the walls and bottom 
of the container, 

each of said walls being positioned opposite and gen 
erally aligned with an edge of said bottom, 

a thin paper-like flexible hinge embedded into and con 
necting each of said walls with an edge of said bot 
tom and spacing said walls from the bottom such that 
when the walls are folded up to a generally upright 
position relative to the bottom, each hinge will be in 
tension and each wall will be firmly in contact with 
the bottom, 

and a top for said container. 
2. The structure of claim 1 further characterized in 

that each of Said hinges is formed from a thin fiexible 
sheet embedded into the outside of said walls and bot 
tOrl. 

3. The structure of claim 1 further characterized in 
that each of said hinges is formed from a paper mesh 
extending over Substantially the entire area of said bottom 
and each of said walls. 

4. The structure of claim 1 further characterized in 
that each of Said hinges is formed from a single paper 
mesh sheet, embedded in each of the walls and the 
bottom. 

5. The structure of claim 1 further characterized in 
that each of Said hinges is formed from a thin flexible 
material, with the hinge between one wall and the bottom 
being integral with at least one other hinge between a 
wall and the bottom. 

6. The structure of claim 1 further characterized in 
that said top is hinged to one of said walls. 

7. A blank for forming a rigid container including a 
plurality of separate foamed plastic sections, lying gener 
ally in the same plane, for forming the side walls and bot 
tom of the container, 

each of said side walls being positioned opposite and 
generally in alignment with an edge of said bottom, 

a thin paper mesh sheet embedded in each of said 
side walls and the bottom and forming the hinged 
connection between each side wall and the bottom, 
each side wall being spaced from an edge of the 
bottom such that when the walls are folded up to 
form the container, each hinge will be in tension and 
each side wall will firmly contact the bottom, 

and a foamed plastic top for said container. 
8. The structure of claim 7 further characterized in 

that Said paper mesh is embedded in the outside of said 
side walls and bottom. 

9. The structure of claim 7 further characterized in 
that the hinges for each side wall are integral with each 
other and are formed of a single paper mesh sheet sub 
stantially covering the bottom and the side waiis. 

10. A blank for forming a rigid container including a 
plurality of separate foamed plastic Sections, lying gener 
ally in the same plane, for forming the side walls and 
bottom of the container, 

each of Said side walls being positioned opposite and 
generally in alignment with an edge of said botton, 

a thin paper-like flexible hinge embedded into and con 
necting each side wall with an edge of said bottom, 
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a thin paper-like flexible hinge embedded into and con 
necting each side wall with an edge of said bottom 
and spacing said side walls from the bottom such 
that when the walls are folded up to form the coin 
tainer, each hinge will be in tension and each side 
wall will firmly contact the bottom, 

and a sheet of a waterproof material covering the inside 
of said bottom and side walls, said sheet being con 
tinuous and extending outside the outline of said side 
walls and bottom such that when the container is 
formed it will have portions which are folded inside 
the container, 

and a top for said container. 
11. A blank for forming a rigid container including 

a plurality of separate foamed plastic sections lying gen 
erally in the same plane, for forming the walls and bot 
tom of the container, 

each of said walls being positioned opposite and gen 
erally aligned with an edge of said bottom, 
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the inside surface of at least one of said walls and bot 
ton being formed to the same size and shape as the 
article to be placed in the container, 

a tape-like hirage connecting each of Said walls with an 
edge of said bottom and spacing said walls from the 
bottom such that when the walls are folded up to a 
generally upright position relative to the botton, 
each hinge will be in tension and each wall will be 
firmly in contact with the bottom, 

and a top for said container. 
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